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Apologies; 
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1. Introduction 
 
Mark Ostheimer chaired the meeting and began by welcoming everyone to this inaugural 
meeting of the newly constituted HAUC(UK) body. The new constitution has been out in the 
field now and it is a living document and HAUC(UK) is always ready to listen to any changes 
members wish to propose, key is the way in which we integrate as a body with the devolved 
HAUCs / RAUCs and various working parties. 

 
2. HAUC (UK) – Constitution 

 
HAUC England has now met, 30

th
 May 2014 and this now means this newly formed body can 

now meet and begin to operate as set out in the document, the report was circulated with the 
meeting invite and agenda. 
 
We as a group need to decide how the working groups will interact and deliver and whether 
they stay as HAUC(UK) or devolved groups. This will be picked up later on in the meeting 
 
 JAG(UK) and NJUG will provide the secretariat to the group. 

 
3. HAUC (UK) Working Groups 

 

Mark introduced this item by explaining the group needs to decide whether a current working 
party remains as HAUC(UK) or sits within one or more of the national HAUCs / RAUCs ; 
understand who the chairs are; the membership reporting process; and subject matter 
determination for each of the work streams. 

      
HAUC(UK) -  Safety - Active - Current Chairs Phil Cameron and Mark Ostheimer 
 
HAUC(UK) - Training & Accreditation Active Current Chairs Robert Huddleston and Chris 
Perkins 
 

             HAUC (UK) - Diversionary Works- Dormant Current Chairs Peter Crouch and Highways side 
to determine 
 

National HAUC’s England and Wales Joint group others individual Group - Co-ordination - 
Paul Gerard and Wayne Scott - Chairs of England / Wales Group 
 

             National HAUC’s - ETtoN Strategy Group / National Street Gazetteer England & Wales – 
Current Chairs Mark Ostheimer & Jerry McConkey 
 

National HAUC’s - Permits – HAUC England Chairs Peter Loft and Helena Kakouratos 
 
National HAUC’s - Lane Rental 
 
National HAUC’s - Inspections 
 
National HAUC’s - Inspection Fees  
 
HAUC(UK)- Records – Dormant Chairs David Capon and Paul Gerrard  
 



National HAUC’s – Performance - It was felt there was some merit in producing a brief which 
outlines each national HAUC’s measurement method and their own results to  gain a 
comprehensive understanding of performance. 
 
HAUC(UK) –SROH – Active - Chairs Alan Rainford and David Capon – it was felt that this 
group should maintain a UK wide focus with national changes supplementing and UK wide 
document.. 
 
HAUC(UK) – Communications - Active - Chairs Jane Smith and Phil Cameron 
 
HAUC(UK) - National Conference – Active – Chairs Anita Solanki and David Capon 
 
Actions: 
1. Chairs of each group to set out membership and forward to Secretariat. 
2. Chairs of each active group to report to HAUC(UK) issues/notes of latest meetings. 
3.  Chairs of national groups to feed to their respective national chairs who will update 
HAUC(UK) as appropriate. 

 
4. Government Updates (in alphabetical order) 

 England  

Barbara King gave an update. Lane rental - the ministerial pressure has reduced 
somewhat on this subject. Kent CC and London continue to evaluate its effect, with DfT to 
work with Kent County Council to undertake further assessment of the Kent Lane Rental 
Scheme.  

 Permits deregulation is progressing with DfT and Permits group working on the substance 
of guidance, with the Bill itself now in the House of Lords. Commencement is still 6

th
 April 

2015. 

 Northern Ireland 

Gerry Byrne gave an update. Focus has been on the numbers of road openings and the 
quality of reinstatements - this has translated into greater attention on the Inspections 
COP in the country. This is being driven by the Assembly Government members. Also 
looking at the potential for moving to a new reinstatement specification. Training and 
Accreditation, now England has pulled back from scrapping the Training & Accreditation, 
NI are to renew their interest in the subject. 

 Scotland 

Elspeth King gave an update. SROR has taken some time to finalise and publish but this 
will be operational from 1 January 2015. Scotland has been looking at the process of 
determining Codes of Practice, Regulation and legislation and now the Scottish 
government are maintaining more of an active role in this area, particularly with the work 
of working groups to ensure the groups do not compromise the aim of the legislation. 
With respect to the strategic consultation undertaken last year, a report on the findings 
and a government response is still outstanding, Scotland has signed up SQA to help 
deliver training across the industry to ensure some consistency in delivery. 

 Wales 

Ben Beachell gave an update. Two main issues are 1) the desire for Wales to take the 
SROH forward and 2) to align themselves with England in terms of training and 
accreditation. 

 
5. National HAUC Updates (in alphabetical order) 
 

 HAUC England – Peter Loft and David Latham gave an update. First meeting held on 
30

th
 May 2014, very productive meeting and the constitution was agreed. The group’s 

request to the DfT for the minister to write to CEO’s setting the existence and the need to 
comply with the Safety COP was welcomed by HAUC(UK) members. JAG(UK) has made 
available an embedded training programme and awareness data to its members to try 
and help authorities with the new legislation and help deliver improvements. Permits were 
discussed, in particular the progress on delivering sector agreed conditions to compliment  
the legislative changes being made as a result of Secretary of States removal from the 
approval process. Minutes of the meeting were circulated to HAUC(UK) prior to this 
meeting. 



 

 NIRAUC - Gerry Byrne gave an update. The new constitution for HAUC(UK) has been 

circulated within NIRAUC, although joint chairs could not be here they do support the new 
changes. They are trying to improve the planning and coordination in relation to of a 
number of public realm schemes. Major improvements to the gas infrastructure in the 
west of the country are planned and these will impact on a number of communities. 
Looking at a contractor reward scheme to recognise high performing contractors and 
encourage an increase in standards of all.. Street works system contract is coming up for 
renewal in Spring 2016. They are now working on the specification and tender process 
with a view to letting a seven year contract with a potential for a further three years on 
top. 

 

 RAUC(Scotland) – Angus Carmichael and Fiona McInnes gave an update.  National 

coring results were discussed - an overall pass rate of 83% with some organisations 
achieving over 90%. The Commonwealth Games begins soon which will have a big 
impact on the city of Glasgow. Project Vault continues to move forward, 
telecommunications companies are still to embrace fully the system and its benefits. 
SROR - a big issue has been with HBM’s and these are not being universally accepted 
and they discussed the need for these to be mentioned on the notice of works so better 
monitoring can be undertaken. Scotland is setting up a central register of disputes and 
hearings and finally the prescribed fees regulations are being looked at, these determine 
the cost apportionment for the register and vault etc. 
 

 Welsh HAUC- Mike Young and Patsy Ward gave an update. Marc Owen has stood down 

as joint chair and Ian David has replaced him.  Welsh authorities are being actively 
encouraged to participate in regional meetings.  Major projects in Wales are the Great 
Western Railway electrification programme and of course the roll out of Broadband via 
the BD(UK) project. The NATO summit at Celtic Manor in September has caused some 
concern among authorities and utilities but the nature of the event means there will be 
disruption, and there will be embargo’s and for security reasons the embargo locations 
have been kept very broad. Wales is looking to embed ELGIN into its Ttraffic Wwales 
website to help improve information to the travelling public. 

 

6. HAUC(UK) Priorities.  
 

Mark spoke about a need to have a HAUC(UK) priorities slot in the meeting structure. The 

group needs to focus on this for the next meeting and perhaps think about drawing up a 

business plan of strategic and operational aims. 

 

Action: HAUC (UK) members to draw up a priorities list.  

 

 
7. HAUC (UK) Conference 

 

 2014 Brighton - 30
th

 September 2014 – the programme is now set. Three main sponsors 
so far although exhibitor sign up has been slow, but this seems to follow the normal 
pattern and no need to panic. The committee next meets on the 4

th
 August 2014. 

 2015 York - The committee has visited the site and has mixed feelings. It is hoped the 
pricing structure is known by the next meeting of the group and a more informed decision 
can be made. The date will be in October 2015. 

 Future proposals. The group talked about the potential for an event in Northern Ireland. 
HAUC(UK) is keen to help organise/promote an event with NIRAUC colleagues perhaps 
along the lines of the one held in Edinburgh three years ago. 

 
 

8. Future Business 

  
Mark spoke about the need again for members of the group to contribute to this slot and help 
determine the direction the group should go and the topics to discuss and work on. Areas could 
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be: Performance; HAUC (UK) Communications; Better co-ordination of activities; innovation and 
use of new technology. 
 
Mark also raised the issue of an NJUG-commissioned independent report by Liverpool John 
Moore’s University report on Air Voids Content Failures in Asphalt Layers with respect to 
reinstatements, which it had been agreed would be circulated to JAG(UK) after the meeting for 
their consideration, following which further discussions would take place.  

 
 
 

9. Dates / venues for next 2 years meetings  
 

The dates for the next meeting were agreed and a discussion was held over the potential for 
moving the meetings around the devolved regions. It was felt that meetings should be held in 
London each year but with one per year being possibly held in other countries. Wales will look 
at hosting one either in October 2014 or January 2015. 
 

16
TH

 October 2014 

13
th

 January 2015 


